Models of intracellular transport and evolution of the Golgi complex.
We have performed a systematic analysis of models explaining the mechanisms of the intracellular biosecretory transport. The models assessed include not only those based on one mechanism (the dissociation model (and its individual case, the vesicular model), the progression model (and its individual cases, the cisterna maturation/progression and the carrier maturation models), and the lateral diffusion model (and its individual case, the bolus model), but also combined models of transport (the percolating-vesicles model and the synthetic model), including several transport mechanisms. Most of these models are not able to explain recent data on the evolution of genes involved in intracellular transport and Golgi evolution. The carrier maturation model proposing that fusion of the large cargo domain with the distal (closer to the plasmalemma) compartment precedes fission of the domain from the proximal compartment exhibits the best performance in correlation with the available information on evolution of the biosecretory pathway.